Enhanced sensitivity and fast turnaround time in laboratory diagnosis for bovine paratuberculosis in faecal samples.
Bovine paratuberculosis (Johne's disease in cattle) is caused by the pathogen Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP) and is a widespread chronic bacterial infectious disease in cattle. Due to the peculiarities of the pathogen, detection of MAP in faeces remains difficult. DNA extraction and real-time PCR for detection of MAP in bovine faeces (direct PCR) have been refined and feasible procedures for rapid, sensitive and automatable detection of the pathogen agent have been developed. Accordingly, in a first step we tested 20 faecal samples using two MAP complete kits (DNA extraction kits based on magnetic beads combined with real-time PCR assays) and six other DNA extraction kits for faeces. MAP-specific DNA was detected by real-time PCR assays. Cultivation of MAP on the solid medium HEYM and in the liquid medium M7H9C served as reference standards. The two complete kits detected significantly more MAP-DNA positive samples than the other procedures applied (p < 0.04). Ct values of 37 and 38 served as cut-off for the respective real-time PCR assays calculated on the basis of standard curves and droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). In a second step, the two MAP complete kits were employed for a comprehensive study including 107 positive and 50 negative faecal samples which had been previously tested on HEYM cultivation. The MAP complete kits yielded sensitivity values of 86% and 89% and specificity values of 100% compared to cultivation of MAP in the liquid medium M7H9C. In detail, cultivation of MAP in M7H9C detected the pathogen in 97% and 100% of the samples tested after an incubation period of six and twelve weeks, respectively. However, the cultivation of MAP on HEYM succeeded in only 74% after twelve weeks of incubation. In all these solid culture positive samples, MAP was also detected using the two complete kits. Additionally, the impact of repeated freezing and thawing of samples on re-cultivation of MAP was tested using 20 faecal samples and resulted in a reduction to 75% and 25% of bacterial growth when using liquid medium M7H9C and solid medium HEYM, respectively. The results of this study show that complete kits with refined automatable protocols for DNA extraction in combination with real-time PCR assays for detection of MAP can compete with sensitive cultivation of the pathogen in liquid medium.